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Summary
• Around 100 million adults in Pakistan are unbanked –

•

This means that more than 50% Pakistanis do not have
access to credit through commercial banks.

•

and services to clientele that does not get served by
commercial banks, but their penetration is limited, and

• Policymakers should create supporting policies
to catalyse the growth of DFS to create value and
services.

• For the Ehsaas Emergency Cash program, the

Government can leverage service providers to achieve

• Digital Financial Services (DFS) are an alternative
loans and micro/nano investment opportunities for the

progress, there is limited adoption in Pakistan resulting

transfers to mobile accounts/wallets.

•

Two key issues impede a well-regulated and functioning

Identifying the Problem
Globally, countries have adopted innovative methods and
transformative approaches to manage the shockwaves
generated by the uncertain nature and lifespan of the
COVID-19 pandemic. Depressed economic conditions
debates about the social contract, safety nets and the
role of the state in supporting welfare programmes for the
economically vulnerable.

1.A large informal and undocumented economy
contributing approximately 35% to the GDP and employing
70% of the workforce .
2

transactions are documented, and individuals and business

An elaborate welfare programme by the Government of
Pakistan was introduced to mitigate eco-nomic shocks
during the pandemic. The Ehsaas Emergency Cash program
has catered to 15 million vulnerable households, covering
nearly half of Pakistan’s population . However, the impact
of the pandemic is wide-reaching and an economy with
weak fundamentals and a dampened growth trajectory can
only support state-driven welfare to a limited extent. This
will necessitate the need for markets to function and devise
clearing mechanisms to respond to societal demands for
1

1

covers.

Figure 1: Global Findex Database (2017): Percentage of adults with accounts
in South Asia

APP, ‘Ehsaas Emergency Cash Program: an Extensive Social Protection Intervention’. Daily Times, Nov 12, 2020. https://dailytimes.com.pk/688068/
ehsaas-emergency-cash-program-an-extensive-social-protection-intervention/
NNI, ’70 pc of Pakistan’s Economy is Informal, which is of High Concern: PBI’. The Nation, Feb 6, 2019.
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4EOMWXERƅWIGSRSQMGEGXMZMX]MWGPEWWMƼIHEWMRJSVQEP[LIVIQSWXXVERWEGXMSRWEVIWIXXPIHMRGEWLERHHSRSXKIXHSGYQIRXIH
%VSYRHQMPPMSREHYPXWMR4EOMWXERHSRƅXYWIJSVQEPERHVIKYPEXIHƼRERGMEPWIVZMGIW8LMWQIERWXLEXQSVIXLER 
4EOMWXERMWHSRSXLEZIEƼRERGMEPERHGVIHMXLMWXSV]XLIVIF]QEOMRKXLIQMRIPMKMFPIJSVEGGIWWXSGVIHMXXLVSYKLGSQQIVGMEP
FEROW1MGVSƼRERGIFEROWERHMRWXMXYXMSRWHSFVMHKIWSQISJXLMWKETF]SJJIVMRKTVSHYGXWERHWIVZMGIWXSGPMIRXIPIXLEX
HSIWRSXKIXWIVZIHF]GSQQIVGMEPFEROWFYXXLIMVTIRIXVEXMSRMWWXMPPPMQMXIHERHƼRERGMEPTVSHYGXWGSWXP]
4

Digital Financial Services (DFS) are an alternative to physical transactions and person-to-person contact. This makes them
an essential component of containment measures adopted as a pandemic response, especially in the case of smart and/or
QMGVSPSGOHS[RW%HHMXMSREPP]IGSRSQMGVIWMPMIRGIERHVIGSZIV]GERFIWXVIRKXLIRIHF]EƼRERGMEPW]WXIQXLEXMWGETEFPI
SJVIWTSRHMRKXSYRMUYIERHYRGSRZIRXMSREPRIIHW5YMGOGVIHMXPSERWERHQMGVSRERSMRZIWXQIRXSTTSVXYRMXMIWGERFI
provided to economically vulnerable individuals and businesses being pushed further down by the economic conditions
HYVMRKXLITERHIQMG(IWTMXI4EOMWXERƅWEGXMZI(*7IGSW]WXIQERHWMKRMƼGERXTVSKVIWWXLIWIEPXIVREXMZIWXSGSRZIRXMSREP
ƼRERGMEPWIVZMGIWWXMPPLEZIPMQMXIHEHSTXMSRMR4EOMWXERVIWYPXMRKMRSZIV SJXLITSTYPEXMSRFIMRKƼRERGMEPP]I\GPYHIH
Moreover, while there are around 50 million mobile wallets, less than 10% are active .
5

Why does this problem exist?
Informal economics occupies a central role in the lives of the poor. Economically vulnerable groups rely on unregulated
[SVOERHMRJSVQEPƼRERGMEPVIPEXMSRWLMTWMRSVHIVXSQEREKIVMWOWWYWXEMRPMZIPMLSSHWERHFYMPHWEJIX]RIXWIKWEZMRKERH
FSVVS[MRKEVIQEREKIHXLVSYKLMRJSVQEPƼRERGMEPWXVYGXYVIWEXEJEQMP]ERHGSQQYRMX]PIZIP-RJSVQEPƼRERGMEPVIPEXMSRWLMTW
EVITVIJIVVIHHYIXSIEW]ERHUYMGOEGGIWWERHRSTETIV[SVOVIUYMVIQIRXW,S[IZIV[LMPIXLIWIVIPEXMSRWLMTWEVIZMEFPI
XIQTSVEV]WSPYXMSRWXLI]EVIYRVIPMEFPIERHGERƅXFIYWIHEWEWYWXEMREFPIQIERWXSZEV]MRKƼRERGMEPRIIHWSJLSYWILSPHW
-R4EOMWXERERYQFIVSJJEGXSVWLEZILMRHIVIHEWLMJXXS[EVHW(*7
The absence of a coherent digitalization vision and strategy for the country’s economy. Pakistani policymakers have
not conceived of the impact of digital transformation on society, economics or politics. Resultantly, digitalization has been
lead by the private sector, and state interventions have been reactive, rather than proactive. Some would argue that the last
major digitalization reform that served citizens at scale was the adoption of Calling Party Pays (CPP) regime that enabled
low income groups to use mobile phone viably. That reform was almost two decades ago.
Cost of providing DFS at scale limits accessibility and success. 90% of the Pakistan’s population is registered through
2%(6%ERHSJJIVWEQEWWMZIWGEPIXSYWIXLIFMSQIXVMGZIVMƼGEXMSREWEHMKMXEPEWWIX(*7TVSZMHIVWEVIVIUYMVIHXSZEPMHEXI
MHIRXMX]ERHJYPƼP/RS[=SYV'YWXSQIV /=' GSQTPMERGITVSXSGSPW8LIGSWXSJZIVMJ]MRKYWIVWERHXVERWEGXMSRWEXWGEPI
(largely for new accounts and over the counter trans-actions repeatedly) makes the business model less viable for DFS
providers, particularly new entrants and small-scale operations.


5HOXFWDQFHWRXVHͤQDQFLDOVHUYLFHVDVDPHDQVIRUGRFXPHQWDWLRQDQGWD[DWLRQ Undocumented income sources and
MRJSVQEPƼRERGMEPVIPEXMSRWLMTWLIPTMRHMZMHYEPWERHFYWMRIWWIWXSEZSMHXLIXE\RIX8LIYWISJ(*7HIWTMXIMXW[MHIVERKMRK
advantages, will result in documentation of the economy and hence has been resisted by large segments of the country to
retain and grow tax-free earnings.
8VHU EHKDYLRXU DWWLWXGHV DQG H[SHULHQFH KDYH QRW EHHQ D SULRULW\. The DFS landscape in Pakistan is heavily focused
SR HMKMXEP TE]QIRXW EW STTSWIH XS SXLIV YWIGEWIW PMOI WEZMRK MRZIWXQIRX ERH PIRHMRK *SV LSPMWXMG ƼRERGMEP MRGPYWMSR
the market needs to cater to all use-cases. As an example, in order to increase lending, a credit scoring system has to be
formulated to assess the worthiness of an individual in absence of collateral. This could be done through alternative data
points like smart phone data, utility bills data and commercial purchases. The unavailability of this data and its linkages to
creating an alternative credit scoring mechanism is attributable to a weak enabling environment to increase adoption of DFS
for everyday use-cases. In most countries, this agenda is driven by the government, supplemented by industry stimulating
tax incentives and consumer-protecting policies.

2KY]IR:/LYSRK1EPMO77LEFFMV1YLEQQEH77MEPERH8LEM,8/LERLƄ(SIW-RJSVQEP)GSRSQ]-QTIHI)GSRSQMG+VS[XL#)ZMHIRGIJVSQ
an Emerging Economy’, Journal of Sustainable Finance and Investment, Jan 9, 2020.
864EOMWXERƄ'VIHMXƼ\%TTVSZMRK&SVVS[IVW0IRHIVW1MWWIHƅ1-88IGLRSPSK]6IZMI[.YR
5
8EFEHPEFƄ&YMPHMRK4EOMWXERƅW*MRXIGL)GSW]WXIQƅ4EOMWXSRSQ])TMWSHI

*ELEH/2ME^MƄ4SPMG]ERH6IKYPEXSV]&SXXPIRIGOWJSV(MKMXEP*MRERGMEP7IVZMGIWMR4EOMWXERƅ/EVERHEE^1E]
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Importance and implications
Financial exclusion affects economic wellbeing. In order to cope with the economic pressure of COVID-19 and a slump
MRIGSRSQMGEGXMZMX]MRHMZMHYEPWERHFYWMRIWWIWFSXLVIUYMVIEGYWLMSRXSFVMHKIƼRERGMEPRIIHW8LMWGERFIHSRIF]
EGGIWWMRK UYMGO ERH ƽI\MFPI GVIHMX 7MRGI GSRZIRXMSREP FEROW PIRH XS XLI GPMIRXW [MXL E VSFYWX GVIHMX LMWXSV] JSVQEP
IGSRSQ]TEVXMGMTERXW YRFEROIHMRHMZMHYEPWERHXLIIGSRSQMGEPP]ZYPRIVEFPIEVII\GPYHIHJVSQXLIWIƼRERGMEPWIVZMGIW
DFS providers can offer alternative means to provide rapid services with potentially lower costs and tailored approaches in
WYGLGMVGYQWXERGIW,EZMRKRSEGGIWWXSQEVOIXHVMZIRƼRERGMEPWSPYXMSRWMRGVIEWIWXLITVIWWYVISRXLIPMQMXIHVIWSYVGIW
of the state and a dilution of support available to most vulnerable groups.
Females are more exposed to economic vulnerability in
comparison to males. Due to cultural attitudes towards
women’s education and employment, women are more
likely to be a part of low paid, unskilled workforce which
MWHIZSMHSJEHIUYEXIPEFSYVVIKYPEXMSRW
The economic constraints that have emerged during
this pandemic have resulted in loss of jobs and wage
reductions for female workers engaged in activities like
cottage industries and domestic help. In addition to
XLIMV I\MWXMRK ƼRERGMEP ZYPRIVEFMPMX] [SQIR EPWS SJXIR
lack control over their own money Great autonomy over
LSYWILSPHƼRERGMEPHIGMWMSRWJSV[SQIRLEWTVSZIRXS
FIRIƼXIHYGEXMSRLIEPXLERH[MHIV[IPJEVISYXGSQIW

Figure 2: +PSFEP*MRHI\(EXEFEWI  +IRHIVKETMREGGSYRXS[RIVWLMT

4YFPMGERHTVMZEXIWIGXSVVIWTSRWITVSKVEQQIWGERFIIRLERGIHWMKRMƼGERXP]XLVSYKLMRXIKVEXMSRSJ(*79WISJHMKMXEP
XSSPWERHEMHWMRVIWTSRWIMRXIVZIRXMSRWGERMRGVIEWIWGEPIIƾGMIRG]ERHXVERWTEVIRG]8LIYWISJ(*7EWEQEMRWXVIEQ
transaction channel by government can enable a faster uptake of such services across segments interacting with systems
and receiving such payments.
In the case of the Ehsaas Emergency Cash program, the Government could have leveraged service providers to achieve a
QSVIIƾGMIRXERHWEJITVSGIWWF]HMWFYVWMRKGEWLXVERWJIVWXSQSFMPIEGGSYRXW[EPPIXWVEXLIVXLERVIWXVMGXMRKXSSRP]X[S
FEROWERHXLIMVEKIRXW-RHMZMHYEPW[IVIWXMPPVIUYMVIHXSZMWMXGEQTWMXIWERHFEROWXSGSPPIGXGEWLHMWFYVWIQIRXW[LMGL
presented its own set of problems in terms of safety during a pandemic and for women, the elderly, disabled, and those
GSQMRKJVSQEHMWXERGI[MXLPMXXPIƼRERGMEPVIWSYVGIW
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8LIVIWLSYPHFIEVIQSZEPSJSVVIHYGXMSRMR2%(6%ƅWJIIWJSVMHIRXMX]ZIVMƼGEXMSR
in order to provide an opportunity for DFS providers to develop a viable business
model that is scalable. This would also lead to a reduction in the cost base resulting
in provision of affordable services for consumers, and making DFS more accessible
and inclusive.

%RƄ3TIR&EROMRKƅQSHIPWLSYPHFIEHSTXIH[LIVIF]XLMVHTEVX]ƼRERGMEPWIVZMGI
TVSZMHIVW LEZI STIR EGGIWW XS ƼRERGMEP HEXE JVSQ FEROW ERH RSRFERO ƼRERGMEP
institutions. Telcos and banks should be repositories of data as opposed to owners.
Data on customers should be made available to third parties with customer consent
in order to ensure that a large proportion of Pakistanis are included in the system.

8S TVSZMHI IGSRSQMG VIPMIJ XS PS[ MRGSQI GSRWYQIVW 2%(6% XLI 7XEXI &ERO SJ
Pakistan, and FinTech companies should collaborate to create a credit scoring system
to assess the credit worthiness of an individual. This could then be used to build
E VMWO TVSƼPI SJ FSVVS[IVW XS EWWIWW XLIMV VITE]QIRX GETEFMPMX] 7MRGI PS[MRGSQI
MRHMZMHYEPWERHWQEPPFYWMRIWWIWEVIPIWWPMOIP]XSLEZIEWWIXWERHEVSFYWXƼRERGMEP
history to support a case for a loan, FinTechs could bridge this gap by creating a risk
TVSƼPI XLVSYKL XLI GVIHMX WGSVMRK W]WXIQ 8LMW [SYPH IRWYVI ƼRERGMEP MRGPYWMSR MR
general, and relief during this pandemic.

The Ehsaas Emergency Cash program should be a model large-scale initiative
EHSTXMRK E HMKMXEP ƼVWX WXVEXIK] -X EPVIEH] YWIW E VSFYWX HEXE VIKMQI XS MHIRXMJ]
individuals eligible for cash disbursements; the same data could be used to integrate
digital transfers through mobile wallets. A government push could help familiarise
MRHMZMHYEPW[MXLHMKMXEPƼRERGMEPWIVZMGIW[LMGLGSYPHXVMKKIVEFILEZMSYVEPWLMJXERH
help consumers adopt these DFS for regular use. Other use cases for government
MRGPYHIXLITE]QIRXSJKSZIVRQIRXWEPEVMIWXLVSYKL(*7IWTIGMEPP]JSVXLSWIMR&47
EGSLSVXXLEXPMOIP]WIVZIWEWEZMXEPGSQQYRMX]SJƼVWXMRYWIVWSJRI[[E]WSJ
doing things across the country.

7TIGMƼG RIIHW SJ JIQEPIW WLSYPH FI JEGXSVIH MRXS TVSHYGX HIWMKR ERH SYXVIEGL
TPERWSJHMKMXEPƼRERGMEPWIVZMGIW8LMWWLSYPHFIWYTTSVXIHF]VIWIEVGLERHMRWMKLXW
that unpack challenges and barriers for im-proving access for women e.g. mobility
constraints, literacy and access to digital technologies. Gender disaggregated data
should be formulated to support evidence-based decisions.

-JXLIYWISJHMKMXEPƼRERGMEPWIVZMGIWMWXSVIEGLXLSWIEXXLIFSXXSQSJXLIT]VEQMH
digital literacy must be improved on a fast-track and should be incorporated at multiple
layers in the formal, informal, skills and other education streams. To participate in the
digital economy, policymakers need to draw attention towards promoting digital and
ƼRERGMEP PMXIVEG] ERH EPWS JSVQYPEXMRK WTIGMEP TVSKVEQW JSV ZYPRIVEFPI KVSYTW PMOI
women, the elderly, differently abled and micro, small and medium enterprises.
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